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Holes
1998

Louis Sachar

A complex though accessible novel that cleverly and humorously
interweaves stories from different time periods to show how the past
impacts upon the present. The novel deftly deals with a multitude of
themes in a subtle and poignant way, without compromising the pace
and sheer fun of the story. Boys and girls will love this novel of desert
outlaws. An absolute delight to read!
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Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Louis Sachar is an American author who was born in 1954 and lived in New York before moving with
his family to California when he was nine years old. He enjoyed school and it was at high school
that he began to love, and be inspired by, literature. Although he studied Economics and then Law at
university, writing children’s books was really where his heart lay and, after almost ten years working
as a part-time writer and part-time lawyer, his novels began to sell well enough for him to give up the
day job and become a full-time writer. Holes was published in the USA in 1998 and in the UK two
years later and was immediately successful, winning many awards before being made into a major
motion picture by Disney in 2003. Louis now lives in the state of Texas with his wife and daughter,
a place that inspired the setting for Holes.

What’s the story about?
Stanley Yelnats and his family had never enjoyed any good luck after his ‘no-good-dirty-rotten-pigstealing-great-great-grandfather’, Elnya, was cursed by a one-legged Gypsy. And now Stanley, the
fourth in a line of cursed Stanleys, is sent to Camp Green Lake, an juvenile detention centre, for a
crime he didn’t commit. If only he’d been somewhere else that day maybe a pair of smelly trainers
belonging to a famous basketball player, Clyde Livingstone, would not have fallen from the sky and
into his hands!
Upon arrival at the searingly hot Camp Green Lake, Stanley and the other ‘campers’ are ordered to dig
enormous holes in the dried-up lake bed to ‘improve their character’. Stanley soon realises that the
quietly terrifying Warden is actually using the boys to dig for booty she believes to have been buried
there over hundred years ago by the outlaw Kissin’ Kate Barlow - a character whose poignant story
the narrator begins to weave into the novel. Kate Barlow began life as a teacher and fell in love with
Sam, the onion seller. After the two are caught kissing, the town is enraged since Kate is white and
Sam is black and this is an America where racism is rife and inter-race relations illegal. Added to this,
wealthy Trout Walker wants revenge since his romantic advances towards Kate were spurned. Sam
and his donkey, Mary Lou, are shot dead whilst the sheriff’s lewd advances towards Kate forces her
to shoot him, planting a lipstick kiss on his face afterwards. No rain has fallen on Green Lake since
that fateful day.
Meanwhile, back at the camp, Stanley agrees to teach Zero, a ‘nobody’, to read and write and an
unlikely friendship is formed. Tensions amongst the boys begin to surface and, after a particularly
bad day, Zero decides he has dug his last hole and heads out into the desert. Worried about his friend,
Stanley decides to enter the desert himself, finally finding Zero desperately ill and weak after living
on old jars of peaches found under a wreck of a boat called ‘Mary Lou’ - the peaches, the boat and
the name all belonging to Kate Barlow’s story. Stanley rescues Zero, carrying him up a mountain and
helping him drink water from the well they find there. By doing this, Stanley has unwittingly atoned
for Elnya’s broken promise and the curse is lifted.
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Whilst on the mountain they live on onions and as Stanley peels the layers of the onions so Zero
peels off the layers of his life revealing how he was abandoned by his mother as a small child and
confessing that he was the one who stole Clyde Livingstone’s stinky trainers.
Under Stanley’s care, Zero regains his strength and the two set off back to the camp to look for the
treasure themselves. Just as they find a suitcase, they are caught red-handed by the Warden. However,
the two are saved in the nick of time by the appearance of lizards, and later by Stanley’s lawyer, who
confirms his client’s innocence. The two boys leave Camp Green Lake while the Warden is left facing
serious enquiries.
The novel ends asking the reader to ‘fill in the holes yourself’. The suitcase belonged to Stanley’s
great-grandfather, who had been robbed by Kissin’ Kate Barlow, and contains enough valuables
to make both boys rich. Stanley is reunited with his family and is sitting on a sofa with Clyde
Livingstone, Zero and Zero’s mother, who ends the story singing the complimentary verse of a song
sung through the generations of Stanley’s family.

Themes to look out for
•

Crime and punishment

•

Hypocrisy

•

Role of authority figures

•

Narrow-minded attitudes

•

Idea of history repeating itself

•

Power of money

•

Destiny		
• Treatment of the poor

•

Friendship		 •

•

Loyalty		
• Personal choice

•

Love		
• Influence of the past on the present

•

Greed
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Appearance versus reality

Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Stanley Yelnats IV/ Caveman
Stanley begins the novel as a fat, picked-upon, pretty pathetic character; honest but hounded by bad luck.
His final piece of bad luck - being unjustly sent to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre for Boys
- actually turns out to be the best luck he could have had. He develops physically and mentally; while he
gets stronger and fitter he gets more cunning and clever as he politically navigates a safe place for himself
within the camp. He does becomes harder and more institutionalised though, to the extent that he even
begins to repeat Mr Sir’s soundbite when reflecting upon the dangerous situation he is in: ‘This wasn’t
a Girl Scout Camp’. The reader also watches Stanley’s self-confidence grow as he questions X-Ray’s
and Zigzag’s authority and allies himself with Zero. And it is this friendship with Zero that brings out
Stanley’s best qualities of all: those of a caring, loyal and true friend.

Zero/ Hector Zeroni
Zero is a ‘nobody’. Apparently. He doesn’t like to answer people’s questions. He doesn’t say much. He
doesn’t even smile...that is until he meets Stanley. He is shrouded in mystery at the beginning of the novel
though it is inferred that he has not had the best of starts in life - confirmed by Zero himself later in the
novel as he opens up to Stanley. After Stanley agrees to teach him how to read and write, the two form a
friendship and Zero shows that he is not stupid, but is in fact a highly intelligent boy who just happened
to be poorly educated through no fault of his own. As their friendship develops, Zero’s admirable traits
come to the foreground and he proves himself to be boy of great fortitude, generosity and forgiveness.
Zero and his situation are treated sympathetically by the author - he symbolises all those children who
get ‘lost’ in society, underestimated and ignored because of their background or appearance. The author
gently reminds us of the danger of making assumptions about people as well as showing how one’s past
influences one’s present.
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The Warden Walker
The villain of the story, she paints her nails with rattlesnake venom nail varnish - just in case she
needs to scratch someone. She initially appears very charming, but the reader is quickly given a
glimpse of what lies beneath her polished facade: someone who is cruel and heartless. Feared by all,
she exudes sinister authority as she challenges anyone who dares to disagree or talk out of turn with a
quiet ‘Excuse me?’ - a phrase everyone learns very quickly to be wary of. As warden of the camp she
couldn’t care less about the boys’ welfare, preferring instead to use them as slave labour in an attempt
to unearth buried treasure - all done under the guise of ‘improving character’.

Mr Sir
Sunflower-seed-spitting sidekick to the Warden, the nameless Mr Sir is in many ways the archetypal
tough-guy authority figure. His soundbite, ‘This isn’t a Girl Scout Camp’ is unoriginal, a rite of
passage every ‘camper’ has to tolerate. He does provide many moments of humour, though the reader
is encouraged to laugh at him rather than with him.

Mr Pedanski
Another questionable authority figure, Mr Pendanski, a counsellor at the camp, initially seems kind
though he quickly turns out to be an ignorant, mocking bully; demeaning Zero in order to gain favour
with the others. He has no real faith or hope in the children, instead adding to their existing problems
by reinforcing the poor ideas they have about themselves.

The other boys: X-Ray, Zigzag, Armpit and Squid
Although Stanley is innocent, there is a reason why the other boys are at the camp: it isn’t a Girl
Scout Camp after-all! The boys are jostling for position amongst the strict hierarchy within their
micro-world, led by the smallest, X-Ray. Underneath lies petty aggression, violence, unthinking selfdestruction and for Squid, a tough-guy façade masking deep unhappiness and regret. Through the
boys the author shows how transformation is possible for some - Stanley, Zero and Squid, but not for
all - as epitomised at the end of the novel by X-Ray, rooted in envy and hate, he refuses to congratulate
Stanley on his release.

Kissin’ Kate Barlow
Kate begins her story as a schoolteacher at the small school on Green Lake. Being pretty, bright and
the maker of delicious jarred peaches, she is a much sought after woman by the eligible men of the
town. However she refuses their swaggering advances and falls in love with Sam the Onion Man
instead - a poor man with a rich poetic soul. Their love is witnessed - with devastating consequences
for all - after which she becomes an outlaw, robbing Stanley’s great-grandfather in the process.

Sam the Onion Man
A kind, sensitive and diligent man, Sam, a black man, is a fixer; he fixes the schoolhouse at Green
Lake and fixes the whole community’s problems with his onion juice tonic. They are all grateful,
friendly and thankful to him as example after example shows how he saves their lives, but all this
counts for nothing when Sam transgresses their racial code and is witnessed kissing Kate Barlow, a
white woman. The community’s hypocrisy, inherent racism and cruelty are quickly exposed as he is
lynched and shot dead by the same people he had previously helped.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Green Lake
Although there is only one setting in the novel, it has two
time frames: the present and a one-hundred-and-ten-yearsago past. Both settings are linked by similar themes - love,
friendship, prejudice, injustice, power and the abuse of power,
truth - as well as by objects and family connections highlighting how
the present is influenced by the past.

The present
In the present time frame Green Lake is Camp Green Lake - a juvenile detention centre and a misnomer
if ever there was one - the lake dried up years ago; it is no longer green; and it is not like any camp you
could imagine. Everything is not as it seems. It is an uncomfortable, perilous setting filled with threats
ranging from the flawed adult authority figures who ‘own the shade’ to the fraught hierarchical structure
amongst the boys that needs to be quickly understood and adhered to for any chance of survival.
Meanwhile, surrounding the camp are killer lizards, venomous rattle snakes and deadly spiders - and
not forgetting the unbearable, searing heat. Into this hazardous cauldron is thrown the innocent Stanley
and it turns out to be the best thing that could have happened to him! He loses weight, gains strength,
shows political cunning, gains a friend, develops fortitude and eventually becomes rich. Challenged
and on his own in this harsh landscape, he discovers what kind of person he really is.

The past
In complete contrast to the arid present, Green Lake past is verdant and beautiful - a Garden of Eden
where the people appear warm, thankful and accepting. However, everything is only harmonious as
long as the people within their society ‘know their place’. Once these social boundaries are transgressed
or challenged their suspect and intolerant cultural values are revealed. Sam is seemingly accepted and
welcomed by the white community until he is seen kissing a white woman. Miss Katherine is a wellrespected, sought-after woman until she is seen kissing a black man whereupon she is seen as ‘fair
game’ by anyone. Once again, all is not as it seems. After this atrocity, rain does not fall on Green Lake
again and the land and its people ‘shrivel’.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
Much like Stanley’s peeling of the onion, the novel is multi-layered. Sachar skillfully weaves the differing
stories from the past into the present story, giving the reader clear signposts to the time shifts. As we read
on, the connection between the three stories becomes clearer, in Sachar’s own words, ‘The more we find
out about the past, the more we understand the future.’
The novel opens focusing on the setting, Camp Green Lake, establishing its importance in the novel: it
too has its own story as revealed in the very first paragraph of the novel, ‘There was once a very large
lake here...That was over a hundred years ago...’. So what happened? Structuring the novel in a way that
prompts questions from the reader, offering information without explanation, piques the reader’s interest
encouraging them to stick with the story to find out. After the first two short and intriguing opening
chapters, the author begins to unfurl Stanley’s story - and the others to which he is inextricably bound.
Story 1: Stanley is wrongly convicted of a crime he didn’t commit, is sent to a juvenile detention centre,
learns self-reliance, has an adventure, unwittingly lifts a curse that has plagued his family for over a
hundred years and becomes rich. This story is told in a linear fashion, with the other stories interrupting
at various stages.
Story 2: Stanley’s present is affected by the actions of his great-great-grandfather, Elya, who fails to
honour a promise, meaning a curse is placed on his family. This is the first story from the past to be retold
in the novel, by the narrator rather than a character. In fact, the present-day characters’ incorrect belief
that he was a pig stealer is corrected by the narrator. Sachar questions how far we can trust stories from
the past - they can be either misunderstood, unwittingly changed, misheard or manipulated to conform to
an idea to suit present circumstances. Elya’s story has a magical, folk-lore quality not unlike the Brother’s
Grimm, as it is set in Eastern Europe, involves an exotic sounding one-legged gypsy, an outlandish almost
impossible feat and a curse. It is told in a linear order, though interwoven with the main story at the point
when Stanley is struggling to dig his first hole. It implies Stanley is cursing fate and that this past event
has a connection with the present from both a narrative and spiritual point of view of view for Stanley:
to survive he must build his strength and learn perseverance (as Elya had to) if he is to survive at Camp
Green Lake.
Story 3: Stanley’s great-grandfather and Elya’s son, Stanley I, is robbed by the outlaw, Kissin’ Kate
Barlow - his suitcase stolen and buried by Kate somewhere at Green Lake. This anecdotal story connects
Stanley IV to Kate Barlow, the Warden and the history of Green Lake.
Story 4: The story of how Kissin’ Kate Barlow came to be. On one level a poignant, doomed inter-racial
love story commenting on a racist American past, but on another level it helps to explain events in the
present time, for example, why the lake dried up. In Chapter 49 we learn from a ‘Sam the Onion Man’
anecdote why the lizards had not bitten Stanley and Zero as he reveals ‘The lizards don’t like onion blood’.
Story 5: Zero’s story of how he came to be in the situation he is. This is a sub-plot and retold by Zero
in conversation with Stanley while out on God’s Thumb. It helps to forge a bond between the two,
encouraging the reader to sympathise with Zero too, setting up the ending of the novel as well as making
a comment about modern America.
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Narrative techniques
Written in the third person, the narrative is clipped and blunt in style, favouring understatement for
humorous effect. It has, on the whole, a limited omniscient narrator following Stanley’s point of view.
Our perceptions of other characters and events are syphoned through Stanley so that we, the reader, are
encouraged to sympathise with him. A similar technique is used in the past time frames too, though this
time the reader sees the events through Kate and Elya.
Understated but definitely not benign, the narrator, at times, subtly and scathingly briefs the reader
about the society he is presenting. For example, in the Kate Barlow story “Sam wasn’t allowed to attend
classes because he was a Negro, but they let him fix the building” - highlighting the author’s disdain for
the prejudice and hypocrisy prevalent in that society. A gentle sense of irony is evident in the present
time frame too, for example in Chapter 2 the narrator states,
‘If you take a bad boy and make him dig a hole every day in the hot sun, it will turn him into a
good boy. That was what some people thought.’
when actually he is gently mocking those ‘some people’ who hold this opinion.
On occasion, the narrator addresses the reader directly with ‘you’ making the story more personal and
involving for the reader, for example whilst setting up the story in Chapter 1 the narrator states ‘You
don’t want to be bitten by a yellow-spotted lizard. That’s the worse thing that can happen to you. You
will die a slow and painful death.’ However, the biggest contrast in style is when the narrator stops
the story in Chapter 26 to present ‘the facts’ of Sam’s death. The narrator’s voice is emotionless and
without melodrama, but ends with a challenge for the reader that masks the narrator’s anger at the
events: ‘You make the decision: Whom did God punish?’.

Language
Lacking in figurative language, the imagery in Holes is as dry as the landscape it’s set in, requiring the
reader to infer and use their own imagination to fill in the gaps. Any adjectives inserted are factual relating to size, age, colour and placement - rather than emotional: the camp is a ‘dry, flat wasteland...
[with] only two old oak trees on the eastern edge...’ and in Chapter 3, as Stanley is driven to the camp
the reader learns he is ‘...sitting ten rows back, handcuffed to his armrest...’ followed by an inventory of
the contents of his bag. At no time are we told how he feels about going to the ‘camp’, handcuffed with
a sinister armed guard sitting near by. The lack of figurative language also helps to keep the story rooted
in a believable reality, a counterbalance to some of the more magical elements of the novel.
Sachar keeps everything apparently simple in Holes and his sentence structure is no different. Sentences
(and some paragraphs) are very short, clipped and quippy, presenting rather than explaining, or used
for dramatic or humorous effect. Beyond the simplicity though lies much that is not said, leaving the
reader to dig out, discover and determine the set of very complex issues and feelings touched upon by
the author.
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Special feature
Links
Sachar makes a number of links
between and within the stories.

Links are the ways
in which a writer
connects ideas in a
novel.

To connect people from the present to those in the past
• Red hair links the Warden to Trout Walker and his wife; she being a direct descendant of the 		
couple, inheriting their greedy evil natures.
• The song ‘If only...’ links Elya with Stanley and later with Zero, while at the end of the novel the
missing verse is sung by Zero’s mother, turning the song from a piece to a ‘whole’ and thus 		
wrapping up the story.
• The phrase ‘If only...’ is also used despondently by Zero when he confesses to Stanley that it was
he who stole Clyde Livingstone’s trainers, showing how our choices impact upon our present.
To show how the present is influenced by the past
• The burial of Stanley’s great-grandfather’s suitcase at Green Lake is why the Warden has been 		
making the boys dig holes, believing there is a bounty of treasure hidden within it.
• The story of Elya forgetting to carry Madam Zeroni up the mountain to drink water from the well
is completed by Stanley when he carries Zero to the top of God’s Thumb, offering him water to 		
drink from the well.
• Sam’s onions and Kate’s peaches help Stanley and Zero survive.
• Green Lake is now dry because no rain has fallen since Sam’s death. It only rains again when
natural justice has been restored with the arrest of the Warden, Trout Walker’s great-grandchild.
As symbols
• Sam’s onions are life-giving in the past and in the present, saving Stanley and Zero from being
bitten by the lizards. Another interpretation for the onions remaining at Green Lake is that while
they thrive, they embody the spirit of Sam and all his gentle goodness.
• The lizards, though feared by all for their demonic red eyes and deadly bite, are in fact saviours.
By biting Kate they actually save her from being tortured before possible murder and if it wasn’t
for the lizards crawling over Stanley and Zero, creating some kind of lizard defence shield, the 		
Warden would have murdered them.
To connect chapters
• At the end of Chapter 45, Stanley is covered in lizards and the chapter ends on a note of suspense:
‘Stanley could hear his heart beat. Each beat told him he was still alive, at least for one more
second.’ The next chapter opens using the ideas of seconds and beat to link it to the last chapter
and to show that there has been no break in time between chapters, ‘Five hundred seconds later,
his heart was still beating’.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Desert outlaws

Find out about lizards, rattlesnakes and scorpions. Where in America can they
be found? How do they live?
What are juvenile detention centres in America like?
It is quite common for children from more affluent backgrounds in America to be
sent to ‘camp’ for the summer. Find out what they do there. Are there any links
between a detention centre and a ‘camp’?
What kind of place was America in the 1880s? What race issues existed?
Find out what you can about the American ‘outback’: Death Valley.
Is it a place you would like
to visit?

Debate

Why do people commit crimes?
Does punishment work? Does it make you good and obedient?
What is the difference between punishment and reform?
How could crime be deterred in the first place?
Do you believe in curses? Why/why not?
Do you believe in the idea of destiny?
What’s your favourite memory?
Is there such a thing as luck?
Are all people equal?
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Pictures and
objects

Explore pictures of lizards and discuss which one appears the most deadly and why.
What might a lizard symbolise in a story?
Present the pupils with an onion and some peaches (tinned or fresh!) and ask them to
decide how they could be connected and what they might symbolise in a story.
Show a picture of a Texan desert and ask pupils to imagine what the conditions would
be like and whether it was a positive or negative environment. How would it feel
working in a place like that and what would you need to survive?

Facts

What is a ‘juvenile detention centre’?
Find 5 facts about rattlesnakes.
Where is the hottest place on earth?
What jobs did Louis Sachar have before becoming a
full-time writer?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter 7
Focus on...
•
•
•
•

Presentation of Stanley and his family
Foreshadowing of the Warden
Presentation of Camp Green Lake
Structure and Language

Things to discuss
Character: How is Stanley Yelnats presented? How do you feel towards him?
What words or phrases did the author use to influence your opinion?
What are your impressions of his family?
How does the narrator make you feel sorry for Stanley and his family? At what
point do you feel most sorry for Stanley and his situation?
How is Mr Sir presented? And Mr Pendanski? Who do you think Stanley will need
to fear most?
What are the boys like that you have met so far?
How is the Warden presented so far? How do you imagine the Warden to look
and be like?
Setting: How is Camp Green Lake presented? Why do you think the author chose
the misnomer ‘Camp Green Lake’ for the boys’ detention centre?
How does the writer warn you about Camp Green Lake?
On the bus ride to the camp, Stanley is the only character given a name, while the
driver and guard remain nameless. How does this make you feel about Stanley’s
situation?
It accentuates Stanley’s feelings of vulnerability since he is surrounded
by nameless strangers.

‘psst...’
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Structure: The opening chapter of the novel is about the setting. What might be the
significance of this?
We have heard about, but not seen the Warden. Why has the author structured it this
way? What does it add to the novel? How does it affect the way you view the Warden?
Why do you think the first two chapters of the novel are very short? How effective is it
as an opening?
As Stanley is digging his first hole in Chapter 7, the author switches the focus of the
story to his great-great-grandfather, Elnya. Why do you think he chose to tell Elnya’s
story at this point? How are the two stories connected?
Language: Look at Chapter 1 and decide why you think the boys are referred to as
‘campers’. Who do you think might have thought up this word and for what purpose?
Again, look at Chapter 1 and discuss why the writer has put the words ‘usually’ and
‘Always’ on a separate line.
What words, sentences or actions strike you as sinister?
Language and Narrative Voice: The writer’s style is to use short sentences. Why
might he have chosen to use them and how does it affect the narrative voice?
What examples of understatement can you find in the opening chapters? What effect
does this have on your view of the narrator?
Do you like the narrator? Whose side is he on? What are his views?
Themes: What themes do you think are beginning to emerge?
How is authority and law portrayed?
What is the attitude towards and the position of poor people in this first section?
Story: What intrigues you about the opening chapters of the novel?
Why do you think they have to dig holes? Why is the story called ‘Holes’?

You could...
Look at the last line of each chapter you have read so far. Do they have anything in
common? How do they prepare you for the next chapter? Are they suitable chapter
endings? What feelings do they leave with you as you finish each chapter? What
questions do they prompt?
The final sentences are all short and quippy and create a sense of ominous fatality and
futility for Stanley while also suggesting that everything is not what it appears to be.

‘psst...’
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 15
Focus on...
• The presentation of the Warden
• The meaning of the holes
• The presentation of Zero

Things to discuss
Character: The reader finally meets the Warden in Chapter 14. Is she what
you expected? Discuss the ways in which she is presented. How far do you
think she is the villain of the story?
Why is she so agitated by Stanley’s discovery?
Stanley begins to write home to his mum in Chapter 8. Why do you think
he doesn’t tell her the truth about the camp? What would you write in his
place?
In Chapter 12, Mr Pendaski tells Zero that even he’s ‘not completely
worthless’. What do you think of Mr Pendanski’s remark to Zero? And
what do you think of Zero’s remark that closes the chapter? How does
he see himself? How do others see him? How do you see him? What
comments about society is Sacher trying to make through the character of
Zero?
Why do you think X-Ray is the leader when he’s one of the smallest boys in
the camp? What qualities do leaders have? Are you a leader or a follower?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of both?
Structure: Why do you think Sachar dedicates Chapter 8 to discussing the
yellow-spotted lizard? Do you think it really exists?
Language: What does the repetition of ‘He dug his shovel into the dirt’ in
Chapter 13 suggest about the work Stanley is doing?
Story: What do you think the gold object dug up by Stanley might be? Who
do you think ‘K.B’ is?
Why do you think the children are really being asked to dig the holes?

You could...
Discuss what Zero’s story or background might have been. How do you
think he ended up at the camp?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 20
Focus on...
• Stanley and his relationship with the
other boys
• The presentation of the boys

Things to discuss
Character: How is Stanley changing? What do you think of the changes?
What role is Stanley carving out for himself within the group?
How do you feel about Zero’s revelation and Stanley’s reaction?
What more do you start to learn about the boys at Camp Green Lake?
What impact does the detention centre and the threat of punishment have
upon the behaviour of the boys? From the way the boys are presented, what
do you think Sachar’s viewpoint is towards these type of establishments?
What impression do you get of Stanley’s mum from the letter she sent him in
Chapter 16?
How do you feel about the Warden at the end of Chapter 20? How has Sachar
created such a threatening scene?
What do you think the Warden means when she says ‘He’s not going to die...
unfortunately for you’? What do you predict is in store for Stanley now?
Structure: Sachar includes a letter from Stanley’s mum in Chapter 16. Why
do you think the author chose to do this? How does Sachar create a sense of
pathos within the letter? What themes might lie in this letter?
Sachar links the end of Chapter 19 to the beginning of Chapter 20 with the
words ‘It felt good...’. Why do you think he chose to do this?
Language: Pick out words from this section that suggests the boys’ weariness.
What other words could you have used as well?
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 28
Focus on...

• The story of Kate Barlow
• Structure of the novel

Things to discuss
Character: What’s your opinion of Kate Barlow? And the other characters
in her story?
Setting: What do you learn about society at the time of Kate Barlow?
Whose attitude does the writer sympathise with? What do you think of the
attitudes presented towards Kate and Sam’s relationship?
Themes: What themes does Sachar present in retelling the story of Kate
Barlow? Which theme has most resonance for you?
Structure: Sachar includes another story from the past intertwined with
events from the present. What ideas might he be trying to explore about the
past and the present?
How might Kate Barlow’s story fit in with the other stories presented so far:
Stanley’s, Elnya’s; Camp Green Lake and the holes?
Narrative and Structure: In Chapter 26, the narrator changes from telling
the story of Kate and Sam to presenting the facts of their death. Why did he
do this? What impact does this choice make on you as a reader? Why does
the narrator decide to finish the paragraph talking directly to the reader:
‘You make the decision: Whom did God punish?’ Who do you think was
punished?
How did you feel about Kate Barlow’s story?
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5

Read to the end of Chapter 44
Focus on...
• Stanley and Zero’s relationship
• The change in Stanley
• Links in the novel

Things to discuss
Character: Look again at Chapter 30. What’s your opinion of the way Zero
is viewed by most of the characters? What impact do you think their views
have on Zero? Do you think his actions in this chapter are warranted? Do you
think Zero is a ‘nobody’?
How has Stanley changed? Describe how you feel about the change in Stanley.
What are your impressions of Stanley and Zero’s friendship?
What does their journey reveal about the two boys?
Zero makes another revelation in this section. How did this and their reactions
affect the way you feel about the two boys and their friendship? Why do you
think Stanley is not bitter or resentful?
The reader gets to hear a little of Sam’s story in this section. How is he
presented? How does the author’s presentation of Sam influence the way you
feel about the manner of his death?
Setting: How is God’s Thumb presented?
Structure: Why does Sachar include snapshots of Sam’s story in this section?
While Zero reveals more about his background, Stanley is seen peeling layers
from his onion. How do the two ideas link?
Themes: What themes are explored in this section?
Story: What do you think the significance of the ‘If only...’ song is? What
other ‘Ifs’ have appeared in the novel?
What role do the onions play in the story?
What do you think is going to happen next in the story?

You could...
Pick out further examples of how the three interwoven stories might link in
this section. Discuss why these connections are being made and how you
expect the links to develop.
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6

Read to the end of Chapter 48
Focus on...

• The role of the lizards
• Symbolism

Things to discuss
Character: What role do you think the lizards have played in the novel so
far? What reasons can you come up with why they didn’t bite Stanley and
Zero?
In Chapter 48, Stanley calls Zero by his first name, ‘Hector’, for the first
time in the novel. Squid also reveals his real name for the first time, Alan.
Why is this happening now do you think?
Structure: Sachar links the end of Chapter 45 with the beginning of
Chapter 46 by the idea of seconds in time. Why?
Symbolism: What’s the significance of the lizard’s nest next to the suitcase?
Story: What do you think is in the suitcase? What would you like to see
in the suitcase?
What would you like to see happen to the Warden?
There are two more chapters in the novel. What do you think they are going
to say?
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7

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...
• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss
Character: At what point in the novel did you guess that Zero was connected
to Madam Zeroni?
How do you think Clyde Livingstone managed to be sitting with Stanley and
Zero at the end of the novel?
Who was your favourite character in the novel? Who did you like least?
Which character did you feel most sorry for and why? Do any of the characters
remind you of anyone? In your opinion, which character’s story is the most
important in the novel?
Who changes the most in the novel?
Is X-Ray a good leader?
Setting: How important was the setting to the story? What were the similarities
and differences between the two settings? Try to think beyond the physical
descriptions.
Structure: Why do you think it started to rain at the end of Chapter 49?
Why do you think the novel ends focusing on a woman we presume to be
Zero’s mother? How does her song fit with Stanley’s?
How fitting an ending do you think this was?
What did you think of the way Sachar wove the different stories together?
Which of the three stories in the novel do you think is the most important?
Themes: At the end of Chapter 41, Zero says ‘If I had just kept those old
smelly sneakers, then neither of us would be here right now’. How might that
‘If’ have changed their future?
What do you think the author is attempting to say about the word ‘If’?
What themes was the author tackling in this novel?
What themes link the different stories?
Story: Did you like the way the story ended? Was it a happy ending?
How did you feel about the last chapter, having to ‘fill in the holes yourself’?
How magical and how realistic was Holes?
Is it a serious novel?
Which parts of the novel did you find humorous? How would you describe
the humour of the novel?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Ancestry
Write about a story in your family’s past (or make one up) and link it to
a story involving a member of your family in the present. Try to write in
the style of Holes. Alternatively, write two chapters from a section of a
story (could be the beginning, middle or end) and link the two chapters by
using words from the last sentence in the first chapter in the first sentence
of the second chapter.

Crime and
punishment
Look up statistics for crime around the world. What crimes are committed
most, by whom and upon whom? Evaluate the data. What is your response
to the facts and figures you have found? Now look at punishments around
the world for a range of crimes. What are your opinions? Look at the way
crime was dealt with in the past in this country. Why has it changed? What
reforms would you make to the current British penal system and why?
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This could be created in a
variety of forms: drama,
art, film, writing, dance,
poetry.

A perfect villain
Villains can be male, female, animal or extra-terrestrial. They can be
terrifying, comic or both. Consider some of the villains in literature and film
you can think of. Write down how they are described or what they look like,
what they do, where they live and how they affect people. Using this wealth
of material, plus any ideas of your own, create what you consider to be your
perfect villain, showcasing it in a form of your choice. This activity can be
individual, pair or group work.

Set designer
Imagine you have been asked to come up with set design ideas for a new film or theatre
production of Holes. The director has invited you to a production meeting to discuss your
ideas – it will be important to impress him or her! Prepare a short speech and design ideas
for Camp Green Lake or a location of your choice. Illustrate your vision using detailed
drawings, a 3D model or PowerPoint presentation. Take turns to ‘pitch’ your ideas – the
director can choose the ideas they like the best.
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Memorable quotes
There is no lake at Camp Green Lake.
It was all because of his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-greatgrandfather!
‘ This isn’t a Girl Scout camp,’ said Mr Sir.
The lake was so full of mounds and holes that it reminded Stanley
of pictures he’d seen of the moon.
A lot of people don’t believe in curses.
A lot of people don’t believe in yellow-spotted lizards either, but if
one bites you, it doesn’t make a difference whether you believe in
it or not.
‘ This is my special nail polish. Do you see the dark rich colour?
You can’t buy that in a store. I have to make it myself.’
‘He’s not going to die,’ the Warden said. ‘Unfortunately for you.’
‘ The lizards don’t like onion blood’
Stanley could hear his heart beat. Each beat told him he was still
alive, at least for one more second.

‘Rattlesnakes would be a lot more dangerous if they didn’t have
the rattle.’
Zero wasnt worried, ‘When you spend your whole life living in
a hole’, he said, ‘the only way you can go is up.’
In a way, it made him sad. He couldn’t help but think that a
hundred times zero was still nothing.
His muscles and hands weren’t the only parts of his body that
had toughened over the past several weeks. His heart had
hardened as well.
‘If only, if only,’ the woodpecker sighs, ‘ The bark on the tree
was just a little bit softer.’ While the wolf waits below, hungry
and lonely, he cries to the moo-oo-oon, ‘If only, if only.’
I’m not saying it’s going to be easy. Nothing in life is easy. But
that’s no reason to give up. You’ll be surprised what you can
accomplish if you set your mind to it. After all, you only have
one life, so you should try to make the most of it.

A short while later both boys fell asleep.
Behind them the sky had turned dark, and
for the first time in over a hundred years,
a drop of rain fell into the empty lake.

‘This is a story of friendship with the cleverest of plot twists,
and descriptions so vivid you can feel the heat of Stanley’s
desert prison burning off the page. A total must-read.’
The Times
‘I usually have to be forced to read but I would just pick this
book up without being asked. I liked the twist at the end. I
talked to my friends and my mum about it which shocked them
- and shocked me!’
Lauren, age 11, Reading Matters
‘An exceptionally funny and generous book that is also a
tightly plotted detective novel.’
The Guardian
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